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NEW QUESTION 1
You are configuring a SIP trunk with ID333949146 on Cisco Unified Communications Manager to direct calls towards the Cisco VCS C/E. Which two check boxes should you enable in the security profile for the SIP trunk?

A. Transmit Security Status
B. Enable Application Level Authorization
C. Accept Out-of-Dial REFER
D. Accept Replaces Header
E. Accept Unsolicited Notification
F. Accept Presence Subscription

Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 2
Which two results occur in SRST mode if the pickup commands is configured under the call manager fallback section of a router?

A. The GPickUp soft key in on all SRST phones.
B. The PickUp soft key is on all SRST phones.
C. Calls ringing an unassigned directory number are forwarded to the auto attendant
D. Calls coming into one directory number can be picked up from another directory number
E. Calls coming into a Cisco Unified Communications Manager registered phone can be picked up by a SRST phone.

Answer: BE

NEW QUESTION 3
The network administrator has been investing bandwidth issues between the central office and remote sites where location-based CAC is implemented. What does the Cisco Unified Communication Manager “Location Out Resources” counter indicate?

A. This counter represents the total number of times that a call through a location on a particular Cisco Unified Communications Manager failed due to lack of bandwidth.
B. This counter represents the total number of failed video stream requests (most likely due to lack of bandwidth) in the location where the person who initiated the video conference resides.
C. This counter represents the total number of times since the last restart of the Cisco IP Voice Streaming Application that a Cisco Unified Communications Manager connection was lost.
D. This counter represents the total number of times that a call through locations failed due to the lack of bandwidth.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 4
How do you configure the secondary dial tone options for SRST mode?

A. call-manager failback secondary dialtone
B. voice service voip secondary dialtone
C. dial-peer voice 1 pots secondary dialtone
D. ccm-manager secondary dialtone

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 5
Which three steps are required to configure a SIP trunk on Cisco VCS towards cisco unified communications manager? (Choose three)

A. Configure a neighbor zone that contains the Cisco Unified Communications Manager.
B. Configure a route pattern zone that contains the Cisco Unified Communications Manager.
C. Configure a transform that converts numbers to appropriate domains.
D. Configure a SIP trunk with Cisco Unified Communications Manager destination IP addresses.
E. Configure a search rule to route calls to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager neighbor zone.
F. Configure a SIP trunk security profile.

Answer: ACE

NEW QUESTION 6
Refer to the exhibit.
An engineer is setting up a new deployment and wants to use the Cisco VCS Control as a gateway for SIP and H.323 endpoints. Which Cisco VCS configuration step must be performed to allow on-set and off-set calling?

A. Set the H.323mode On
B. Set the IP mode On.
C. Set the Gatekeeper Auto Discover mode On
D. Set the Interworking mode On.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 7
What is the default DSCP value for Cisco TelePresence calls in Cisco Unified Communications Manager?

A. 24
B. 32
C. 46
D. 26
E. 34

Answer: E

NEW QUESTION 8
Which three options are supplementary services that are affected by MTP? (Choose three.)

A. Call Pickup
B. Call Hold
C. Call Back
D. Call Transfer
E. Speed Dial
F. Call Park

Answer: BDF

NEW QUESTION 9
Which DSCP value and PHB equivalent are the default for audio calls?

A. 34 and AF41
B. 32 and AF41
C. 32 and CS4
D. 46 and EF

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 10
You are asked to help a customer administrator to set Quality of Send options obsteiwide. Which two options are related to QoS settings on Cisco Communications Manager servers? (Choose two)

A. You can Configure DSCP values for video calls, audio portion of video calls, and immersive video differently.
B. you can configure clusterwide QoS parameters in "Cisco CallManager" Service Parameter section within the call and the portion on any server within the cluster where "Cisco CallManager" service has been activated.
C. Audio calls and the audio portion of video calls are tagged with DSCP value 46.
D. You can configure clusterwide QoS parameters only in the Enterprise Parameter section on the Publisher.
E. The option -DSCP lot Video" sets the DSCP value for all types of video to the same value.

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 11
Which configuration can you add to Mobile Connect to explicitly allow or block calls to remote destinations based on the caller ID of the caller?
A. access list
B. route filter
C. external call control
D. call anchoring

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 12
Which configuration does Cisco recommend for the peer address on the Expressway-C secure traversal zone when the Expressway-E has one NIC enabled?

A. Expressway-E internal IP address
B. Expressway-E external IP address
C. Expressway-E internal FQDN
D. Expressway-E external FQDN

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 13
Company X has a Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster and a VCS Control server with video endpoints registered on both systems. Users find that video endpoints registered on Call manager can call each other and likewise for the endpoints registered on the VCS server. The administrator for Company X realizes he needs a SIP trunk between the two systems for any video endpoint to call any other video endpoint. Which two steps must the administrator take to add the SIP trunk? (Choose two.)

A. Set up a SIP trunk on Cisco UCM with the option Device-Trunk with destination address of the VCS server.
B. Set up a subzone on Cisco UCM with the peer address to the VCS cluster.
C. Set up a neighbor zone on the VCS server with the location of Cisco UCM using the menu option VCS Configuration > Zones > zone.
D. Set up a SIP trunk on the VCS server with the destination address of the Cisco UCM and Transport set to TCP.
E. Set up a traversal subzone on the VCS server to allow endpoints that are registered on Cisco UCM to communicate.

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 14
Company X has a Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster and a Cisco Unity Connection cluster at its head office and implemented SRST for its branch offices. One Monday at 2:00 pm, the WAN connection to a branch office failed and stayed down for 45 minutes. That day the help desk received several calls from the branch saying their voicemail was not working but they were able to make and receive calls. Why did the users not realize the WAN was down and prevented access to their voicemail?

A. All the phones should have started ringing the instant the WAN connection failed to signal the start of SRST mode.
B. All calls should have dropped when the WAN failed so users would be instantly aware.
C. Although the phones were still working, the users should have noticed that the phone displays said "SRST Fallback Active".
D. The voice administrators at the head office did not call the users to notify them.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 15
Refer to the exhibit.

If an IP phone in San Jose roams to New York, which two IP phone settings will be modified by Device Mobility so that the phone can place and receive calls in New York? (Choose two.)

A. The physical locations are not different, so the configuration of the phone is not modified.
B. The physical locations are different, so the roaming-sensitive parameters of the roaming device pool are applied.
C. The device mobility groups are the same, so the Device Mobility-related settings are applied in addition to the roaming-sensitive parameters.
D. The Device Mobility information is associated with one or more device pools other than the home device pool of the phone, so one of the associated device pools is chosen based on a round-robin load-sharing algorithm.
E. The Device Mobility information is associated with the home device pool of the phone, so the phone is considered to be in its home location.
F. Device Mobility will reconfigure the roaming-sensitive settings of the phone.

Answer: D
NEW QUESTION 16
Which two statements about Cisco Unified Communications Manager Extension Mobility are true? (Choose two.)

A. After an autogenerated device profile is created, you can associate it with one or more users.
B. An autogenerated device profiles can be loaded on a device at the same time as a user profile.
C. A device can adopt a user profile even when no user is logged in.
D. A device profile has most of the same attributes as a physical device.
E. Devices can be configured to allow more than one user to be logged in at the same time.

Answer: BC

Explanation:
Reference: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/ps556/products_administration_guide_chapter_0_9186a0080153e60.html#wp1092734

NEW QUESTION 17
Which three messages does a Cisco VCS use to monitor the Presence status of endpoints? (Choose three.)

A. start-call
B. in-all
C. end-call
D. call-ended
E. call-started
F. registration

Answer: BDF

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION 18
Which three options are overlapping parameters for roaming when a device is configured for Device Mobility? (Choose three.)

A. device pool
B. location
C. network locale
D. codec
E. MRGL
F. extension

Answer: BCE

Explanation:
The overlapping parameters for roaming-sensitive settings are Media Resource Group List, Location, and Network Locale. The overlapping parameters for the Device Mobility-related settings are Calling Search Space (called Device Mobility Calling Search Space at the device pool), AAR Group, and AAR Calling Search Space. Overlapping parameters configured at the phone have higher priority than settings at the home device pool and lower priority than settings at the roaming device pool. Reference: https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/77096/device-mobility

NEW QUESTION 19
Which situation requires TCP port 443 to be open for packets that are sourced from the Internet with a destination in the corporate DMZ?

A. when video endpoints that reside on the Internet require administrative access to the Cisco Expressway Edge
B. when you require encrypted calls to endpoints on your corporate LAN
C. when you want to enable calls to web applications by using HTTP
D. when you require administrative access to the Cisco Expressway Edge from the Internet

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 20
Refer to the exhibit.
An engineer is deploying a new Cisco VCS Expressway for a company and has configured the IP address and the system name. After logging into the Cisco VCS Expressway admin page, the engineer sees this output. Which four options must be configured to complete the Cisco VCS Expressway system configuration? (Choose four.)

A. NTP server
B. SIP server
C. LDAP server
D. security certificate
E. DHCP server
F. DNS server
G. SIP URI
H. Cisco Unified Communications Manager IP address

Answer: ACDF

NEW QUESTION 21
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